Which Discipline?
Compiled and written by Michelle Mabuyo, Computer IV We asked discipline clubs which discipline first years should choose. Only Chemical, Electrical, and (kinda) Mechanical weighed in. The rest of the responses are speculation and probably won't be very serious. Please consult other reputable sources if you are currently actually trying to make this important decision.
Chemical
Chemical engineering is easily the most inaccurately named discipline. Many are intimidated thinking they will have to take upper year chemistry courses, when truly you only take one pure chemistry course. It is a globally growing profession, with opportunities to work abroad or here in Alberta. One of the most attractive aspects of chemical engineering is it's versatility. Anytime you take something, put it through a process and sell it at a higher price tag, chemical engineering is involved. Chemical engineers are the ones taking on the energy challenge head on and are not only trying to make current practices more efficient and profitable, but also exploring new concepts. The reason I ended up choosing chemical engineering is mainly because its practically hands on nature. Chemical engineers can be found on site in industrial work and will encompass their theoretical knowledge into everyday practical uses.
-Kyle Cugnet-Huber AVP Communications Chemical Engineering Students' Society
Electrical
The future is poised with much more integration of electrical systems, with some older systems being replaced completely by their electrical substitutes, due to immense gains in efficiency and reduced environmental impact (eg. replacing internal combustion engines with electrical motor-battery systems) while other older systems will be controlled much more by electrical systems e.g. home/ industrial automation systems, smart grids & internet of things (IoT). The current evidence of the future trends in technology are indicative to be heavily electrical in nature and thus, the potentials for success in this new era will tangible be favoured towards those with the necessary electrical knowledge, skills, qualifications and training. -Unknown EE is the closest you get to magic :P -Unknown
Mechanical
Why not? -Unknown
Civil
All you have to remember is that the sum of the forces should equal zero. You'll get to use engg paper all the time and I guess learn a lot about soil. Engineering Physics
Everyone will know you are super smart for getting into EngPhys in the first place.
Materials
I know absolutely nothing about MatE but I guess they can get into a career of "forensic engineering, the "CSI" of materials that fail and cause damage to people or property" (from UofA website) and that sounds pretty cool.
Mining & Petroleum Mr. Chmielewski will talk about the Rosetta Comet Landing, the challenges NASA faced with the mission, and job opportunities in the aerospace sector. Q+A session after the talk. Food and drinks provided.
RSVP @ rosetta-uofa.eventbrite.ca Why you're guaranteed to find your romantic partner in the near future by Solbee Seo, Mechanical II Empty vodka bottles in front of your laptop playing a "Sad Valentine's Day" playlist. Hiding underneath blankets and tellling yourself that it's just a regular day, not a special day for red things and chocolate. Does that pretty much sum up your past Valentine's Days? Are you worried that you will never be able to feel another person's warmth, beside your families, pets, or microwave? Don't worry, you are an engineer -if you manage to survive 4/5 years in the program. Let's forget about the hell before graduation, but imagine the bright future. When you are an engineer, people will swarm over you to get a share of your blazing attractiveness. Undeniably, everyone wants their partner to be an engineer because: 1. When there are 99 problems, almost 73 of them can be solved with money.
2. Bill Nye is a former engineer.
3. No opposition from parents against dating an engineer.
4. Even when just one out of 493,019 plans succeeded, an engineer will be easily satisfied.
5. Excellent ability to deal with stress and strain because all engineers have taken serious courses on those topics in university.
6. Oh, also courses on friction and lubrication.
7. Romantic secret letters like "I (r = 1 -sin(x)) you". There is one thing that seems to bother me from time to time and that's the amount of students who won't push themselves to run for a position or are unaware of events that many of the clubs put on. While I won't complain that I ran uncontested as it made for a fairly relaxed campaign, I do wish there was a greater common interest among students to be involved outside of their academics. This past week University of Calgary's ESS election had a 29% voting turnout. Last year we had a voting turnout of 21% and this year we were just shy of 16%. While I understand it might be unfair to compare ourselves to Calgary as we are different in our ways (our school is obviously better), there should be few reasons for you not to get involved -not to attend an event, run or apply for a positon or to simply vote for your next executive. transferred from MacEwan after my first year, and it took me until January of my second year until I noticed an opening for an AVP position advertised on the whiteboard. I didn't know that many people so I was always looking for something to get involved with; it was the perfect opportunity. Yes, you might need to overcome some natural fear when you initially start putting yourself out there but the risk is usually worth it! Much like I reached out to the ESS in my second year, I'm expecting you to do the same next year. It takes both parties for an opportunity to become a reality; the ESS made an advertisement for AVP Services and I made my application; the CivE club organized Barcade and I bought a ticket; the ESS hosted a bear's hockey game and I went to the game, etc. If we want show our peers who engineers truly are, it's going to take participation from YOU. If there is no opportunity to be involved, you aren't looking hard enough. The ESS and other clubs rely on students like you and we can only do so much; YOU have to do rest.
26th Annual Mining Games Report
by Matt Ready, Civil V Hello UofA Engineers! My name is Matt Ready, and I have the privilege of giving you all an update on our recent 3rd place performance at the 26th Annual Canadian Mining Games hosted in Vancouver on the UBC campus. I expect that many of you have never heard about this event, so I will take a brief moment to explain. Every year in February, the 10 accredited mining schools in Canada send 16 competitors each who gather together at the host school's city/campus to compete in various mining/ engineering/team-based events. These events are not only a gauge of a school's technical knowledge of mining and engineering concepts/design, but also an exercise in adaptability, teamwork, and decision making abilities.
For the past couple of years, the UofA mining games teams have finished lower than we wanted to, with an 8th place finish in 2014, and a 5th place finish in 2015. This year we rebounded in a huge way, breaking onto the podium for the first time since 2012, and setting a mining games record for the number of events we placed first in! These events included Mine Rescue, Health and Safety, Exam Package, Surveying, Promine Software Challenge, and Mine Trivia. Oh, and Boat Races of course. As if the UofA Miners wouldn't clean up in that event! We also placed third in the Team Mystery Event (bubble soccer) and in the Drilling and Blasting event. All in all, it's a performance that we are extremely proud of and it revitalizes the industry's interest in the UofA when considering hiring prospects.
However, we are always looking to improve these results! Not only for the pride of our school, but also for the industry support and interest we can generate by showing that our mining and ! 6 engineering programs are the premium level in the country. Next year's team will have an even larger experience pool to pull from, and we expect that this will only help our results in future years as we continue to gather momentum and increase the size of our event bank.
For more information about the CMG, check out this link: http://www.canadianmininggames.com/ Gotta Love March! By Nympha Escobar, Chemical II Did you know that March was named for Mars, the Roman God of war? Neither did I. So, geerheads! Before the month ends, get into the spirit! Gear up to finish off those remaining midterms and prepare to destroy finals! As for those who don't want to start the review madness just yet, let's recap some of this month's highlights.
St. Patrick's Day, surely you had a drink or two… or twenty to celebrate the Irish spirit (if you gave up alcohol for Lent, don't worry, you didn't break the rules because this day is an official And then there was Easter, no need to feel guilty about devouring loads of chocolate bunnies and eggs, consider it a reward for all the hard work so far this semester.
The first day of spring was also in March! Goodbye annoying jackets and boots, hello shorts and dresses! If March wasn't enough to hype you up, April (and the end of finals) are right around the corner, so start working your butts off!! (And while you're at it, start brainstorming for awesome April fools' pranks!).
Masters of Procrastination
by Solbee Seo, Mechanical II Finals are coming up, yet it seems as if the pile of assignments and studying is not diminishing. You tried to prioritize with to-do lists, organizing your study environment, and downloading Productivity apps. Eventually, you get overwhelmed by the numerous bullet points in to-do lists and commit the unforgivable sin: procrastination. And back to the vicious cycle of cups of coffee, red eyes, and anhour-before-deadlines (and even exams) situations. However, don't feel bad about yourself! Rather, if you can't conquer the devil, be the MASTER of it. I hope the following list of successful procrastination masters will cheer you up have a happy procrastination! • Les Waas: The President of the Procrastinators Club of America. This person is a "president" with thousands of followers. Need to say more?
• Bill Clinton: Even Bill Clinton's wife was put off by Clinton's procrastination and said, "It's maddening to try to keep him on any kind of schedule." BUT still Clinton served as the 42nd President of the United States. THE President of a country.
• Franz Kafka: Kafka was a German writer who is often depicted as one of the most influential writers of the 20th century. He always complained that 24 hours was not enough for him and usually started writing at around 11 in the evening, ""depending on his strength, inclination, and luck, until one, two, or three o'clock, once even till six in the morning."
• Wolfgang Adameus Mozart: A legendary Austrian composer of the Classical Era. Once, he wrote the overture to Don Giovanni the morning when it was premiered.
• Leonardo Da Vinci: Respected artist and scientist, but he also was the part of the procrastinator league. He left numerous unfinished sketches, projects, and artworks, including Jerome in the Wilderness. He took 16 years to paint Mona Lisa and 13 years to finish Virgin of the Rocks. He managed to complete The Last Supper in 3 years just because his patron threatened him that he would cut off the fund. At one point, he regretted that so little works were done, so he appealed to God, "Tell me if anything was done. Like normal Sudoku with rows and columns but instead of blocks the colour is the third dimension. So in each colour the numbers from 1 to 9 have to appear as well.
